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Abstract—Grating-based differential phase-contrast X-ray is
a novel imaging modality with excellent soft-tissue contrast.
Besides standard X-ray attenuation, it provides complementary
information on the differential phase shift and the dark-field
signal, which reveals structure variations at (sub-)micron scale.
Current experimental setups suffer from a narrow field of
view of 2-4cm. Thus, multiple exposures have to be stitched
together to image larger objects. However, individual exposures
are inherently affected by intensity variations, such that tiling
artifacts corrupt the stitched projection. These artifacts are most
severe in the differential phase image and highly impact their
diagnostic value.
To address this issue, we propose a novel optimization-based
algorithm for fully compensating these tiling artifacts. Our algorithm estimates a smooth bias field for each individual exposure
with a global objective function that minimizes the intensity
distortion within and across different tiles in the projection.
Compared to a currently widely used heuristic, our algorithm
leverages the information available from all exposures to estimate
the individual bias fields. The evaluation shows the superiority
of the proposed algorithm, as it produces bias-free images.
To our knowledge, this is the first bias correction algorithm
for differential phase images that yields images with nearly
imperceptible transitions between individual exposures.
Index Terms—X-ray, interferometry, grating, differential phase
contrast, shading, artifact correction

I. I NTRODUCTION
Phase-sensitive X-ray imaging has the potential to provide
soft-tissue contrast of unprecedented diagnostic value. Different measurement principles have been proposed to obtain
phase-sensitive images. Most commonly used are propagationbased systems [1], diffraction-enhanced systems [2] and
grating-based interferometers [3]. One particular benefit of
grating-based systems is that three output images are obtained,
containing complementary per-pixel information on absorption (i.e., overall intensity attenuation), differential phasecontrast (DPC) of the X-ray wavefront, and dark-field contrast
(i.e., the contrast reduction of the grating pattern due to the
object). The field of view of current experimental gratingbased setups is limited to 2-4 centimeters due to the challenges
in the grating manufacturing process. When imaging larger
objects it is thus necessary to acquire multiple image tiles
by translating the object perpendicular to the beam direction.
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After acquisition, these tiles are stitched together to form the
full projection.
Unfortunately, the DPC images of individual exposures suffer from intensity inhomogeneities, which mainly arise from
thermal effects and calibration inaccuracies. These inhomogeneities can lead to severe tiling artifacts in the stitched DPC
images, which greatly hamper their interpretability and further processing. To our knowledge, there exists no published
method on how to address this issue for stitched projections.
Tapfer et al. proposed a correction step for non-stitched DPC
projections acquired for Phase Contrast Tomography [4]. This
method uses the average image gradient in x- and y- direction
to define a linear intensity plane for each DPC projection. The
resulting plane is then subtracted from the DPC image. This
approach often leads to suboptimal results when applied to
data acquired for stitched projections, for two reasons. First, it
can be observed that DPC bias fields may be more complex for
a linear plane model. Second, this method does not utilize the
information available from adjacent exposures. This may on
one hand lead to a more accurate estimate of the true bias field,
but comes at the expense of inter-tile artifacts. Additionally,
DPC tomographic data capturing is typically designed to cover
the whole object within the field of view to avoid truncation
artifacts. Having large portions of air at the image boundaries
eases the estimation of the bias field. However, the projections
acquired for stitching may not contain any air. Hence, this
planar approach is prone to variations in image content, while
not fully utilizing prior information on the stitching geometry.
Due to these shortcomings, stitched projections processed with
this approach oftentimes still exhibit residual tiling artifacts.
In this paper, we propose a method for shading correction
for stitched DPC images that addresses these issues. Our
method uses truncated radial basis functions to model an additive bias field that is smooth within each individual exposure,
but still can be discontinuous between adjacent tiles. Our
method seeks to minimize sharp transitions between individual
tiles, as those are a strong indicator of a bias field, while also
promoting sparseness of the resulting DPC image to support
homogeneity within individual exposures.
II. M ETHODS
Two design choices have to be made when performing bias
correction: the parameterization of the bias field and the cost
function that determines its estimation. Our method uses a
local parameterization for each exposure, with a global cost
function to estimate these parameters. For each tile t consisting

objective function is minimized using the Broyden-FletcherGoldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) method [5] until convergence. Finally, the estimated bias field B V is subtracted from the DPC
image.
III. E XPERIMENTS AND R ESULTS

Fig. 1: Illustration of the positions of the radial-basis functions
for one tile with n = 5. The center of each basis function is
given by the blue circles, while the support of the first basis
function is shown by the blue shading.

of sx × sy pixels, we parameterize the additive bias field by
a set of n × n Gaussian radial basis functions. Each basis
function is determined by its center position ci,j = (cxi,j , cyi,j ),
a scaling factor vi,j , and standard deviation σ. The basis
centers ci,j , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n are placed on an equidistant grid
over the tile, such that the outer-most functions reside on the
edges and corners of the tile (see illustration in Fig. 1). The
standard deviation σ of all functions is chosen uniformly and
fixed as
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The set of basis functions defines a local bias field b. At pixel
position (x, y) the intensity of the local bias field is given by
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Within the tile, b(x, y) evaluates to a smooth function because
the basis functions overlap. At tile borders, the support of
the basis functions is truncated to allow discontinuities in the
global bias field between adjacent tiles.
To obtain the bias field, the scaling factors vi,j are estimated
for all tiles simultaneously (the center locations ci,j and the
standard deviation σ are constant). The objective function for
the estimation is designed to promote homogeneity within each
tile and penalizes discontinuities between adjacent tiles, i.e.,
arg min
V

kI − B V k1
k∇border (I − B V )k2
+α·
.
#pixels
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Here, V denotes the scaling factors of all basis functions over
all tiles, I denotes the pixel intensities of the stitched input
DPC image and B V is the global bias field defined by V . The
first term promotes sparsity of the resulting images through
use of the L1 norm. For differential images, sparsity can be
used as a measure of homogeneity, as inhomogeneities lead to
an increased number of non-zero intensities. The second term
captures discontinuities at tile borders. The gradient operator
∇border yields the gradient of the image in stitching direction
at tile borders, while being zero for all other locations. Each
term is normalized by the respective pixel count. The scaling
parameter α is used to balance both terms. The resulting

For evaluation, we compared our proposed algorithm to the
planar correction model. We performed a quantitative evaluation using a wedge phantom. We also qualitatively compared
the results on various biological specimens. All images were
acquired using our experimental setup of a three-grating
Talbot-Lau interferometer, as reported in [6]. Each tile had
a size of 360 × 360 pixels. The parameters for our algorithm
were determined using pilot experiments on separate data. We
set the number of basis functions n = 5 and α = 50.
For the quantitative evaluation, we acquired DPC images
of a PMMA wedge phantom surrounded by air. The wedge is
located in the bottom left of the images in Fig. 2, and stretched
over three tiles. For the pixels inside the wedge, we computed
the standard deviation of the intensities. Since the slope of the
wedge is constant, the ground truth standard deviation is 0.
Experimentally, we obtained a standard deviation of 0.0566
for the raw data, 0.0172 for the planar approach and 0.0155
for the proposed method. For the remaining image pixels,
corresponding to air, we also computed the standard deviation
and, additionally, the mean of the intensities. Both should be 0
in ideal DPC signals. In this experiment, we obtained a mean
and standard deviation of 0.162 ± 0.0652 for the raw data,
0.0054±0.0167 for the planar method and 0.0018±0.0123 for
the proposed approach. For both measurements, the proposed
method performs considerably better. These results are also
in line with the visual impression of the resulting images. In
Fig. 2(d), we show on the y-axis the intensity variations for
all three approaches along the annotated lines in the images. It
shows that the proposed method (red) indeed leads to the most
homogeneous result. For an additional qualitative evaluation,
we applied the proposed algorithm to images of biological
specimens, acquired by our group. For all specimens, we
observed similar performance in the correction of inter-tile
artifacts. The DPC shading artifacts were invisible in all data
sets after processing with our algorithm. A representative
sample result, obtained for an ex-vivo dissected human breast,
is shown in Fig. 3, together with a comparison with the planar
approach.
IV. D ISCUSSION AND C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we presented a novel algorithm for correcting
tiling artifacts in stitched differential phase contrast images
obtained with grating-based X-ray interferometry. To our
knowledge, this problem has up to now not been addressed
in the literature. We globally optimize a non-linear bias field
that promotes intra-tile smoothness while allowing inter-tile
discontinuities, to maximize sparsity and minimize transitions
at tile borders. In the evaluation, the proposed approach yields
almost perfect artifact correction in cases where the simpler
planar approach fails.
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Fig. 2: DPC images of the used phantom with line profiles. (a) Raw data. (b) Planar shading correction. (c) Proposed shading
correction. (d) Line profiles along the wedge phantom. The proposed method (red) leads to the most homogeneous result.
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Fig. 3: DPC image of an ex-vivo human breast. (a) Raw data. (b) Planar shading correction. (c) Proposed shading correction.
Note that the residual shading in (b) is non-planar.

In future work, improvements on the algorithm run time
can be investigated by exploiting potential similarities in the
bias field for adjacent tiles. Also, a physically motivated
parameterization of the bias field can be considered. Finally,
to a much lesser extent, the dark-field image is also affected
by tiling artifacts, for which this algorithm could potentially
be adapted.
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